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Frequently Asked Questions - FAQs

PanelMate Pro LT 1100 & PanelMate Power Pro V2.00 Software

Q. What is the PanelMate Pro LT 1100 and how does it compare to the PanelMate
Power Pro 1700?

A. The PanelMate Pro LT 1100 is a full VGA PanelMate that is available in four models,
7.4” grayscale LCD (256 shades of gray), and 7.7” color dual scan (256 colors) in
both touchscreen and TouchPanel (keypad) versions.  The catalog part numbers are:

1155K – 7.4” grayscale LCD, TouchPanel (keypad)
1155T – 7.4” grayscale LCD, touchscreen
1175K – 7.7” color dual scan, TouchPanel (keypad)
1175T – 7.7” color dual scan, touchscreen

The PanelMate Pro LT 1100 is a 24 VDC unit that has the exact same panel cutout
and stud pattern as the PanelMate Power Pro 1700 and PanelMate Power Series
1500.  In fact, it has most of the same features of the PanelMate Power Pro 1700
with a few exceptions.  Features include the following:

� Up to 100 pages and 5000 messages per configuration

� Ability to run only one communication driver at one time, limiting it to talk to
one PLC network at a time.  The PanelMate Pro LT supports both serial
drivers and high-speed networks such as AB Data Highway+, AB Remote
I/O, Modbus Plus, PROFIBUS, and DeviceNet, just not simultaneously.

� One optically isolated DB9 serial port with a rotary switch for termination.

� Limited to a maximum of 64 unique Input/Output (I/O) references per
configuration in base model.  Upgrades are available to increase the I/O
reference count in increments of 64 I/O points up to a maximum of 512 I/O
points per PanelMate Pro LT unit.

The PanelMate Pro LT does not support the following when compared to a PanelMate
Power Pro unit:

� It will not have the fault relay output that can be used to indicate to the PLC
that the PanelMate has a communication fault or has lost power.

� It will not have the mechanical key switch that can be used to password
protect pages or numeric entry templates.  But it still supports two software
passwords (password A and password B).

� It will not be available with a color TFT disply.

� It will not support Alternate Mode.
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Q. How can I increase the I/O reference count in an online unit?

A. You will need to purchase one or more upgrade licenses from your Cutler-Hammer
distributor.  They are available in quantities of 1, 5, 10, and 50 licenses.  You will
receive a hardware key that will plug into your PC’s parallel port that holds the
number of purchased licenses.  The key will decrement its license count every time
you upgrade a PanelMate Pro LT unit.  A license upgrade utility will be provided and
using the same serial transfer cable used to download Executive Firmware, Drivers,
and Configurations to your PanelMate, you will be able to transfer one or more
licenses to a PanelMate Pro LT unit from the license key.  The Catalog Items are as
follows:

1100TAG1 I/O reference expansion (1 x 64 points)
1100TAG5 I/O reference expansion (5 x 64 points)
1100TAG10 I/O reference expansion (10 x 64 points)
1100TAG50 I/O reference expansion (50 x 64 points)

Q. Other than the I/O expansion license, is there any other hardware or software
needed to use more than 64 I/O reference points on a PanelMate Pro LT?

A. No, all the resources required to use more I/O reference points is present in every
PanelMate Pro LT 1100.  All you need to do is download one or more upgrades to
the target unit.

Q. Will I be able to use the serial port to print out alarms and messages?

A. Yes, but only if the port is free through use of a high-speed communications interface
such as Data Highway+, or Modbus Plus.

Q. What is the definition of an I/O reference point or a “tag”?  Does a single
register of 16 bits count as one reference or 16?  Do scratchpad (internal) I/O
refererences count?  If I use the same I/O reference more than one time in a
configuration does it count as one reference point or does it take up one of my
64 reference points each time I use it?

A. An I/O reference point or tag is a unique address reference, regardless of how many
times it is used in a configuration.  Using Allen-Bradley addressing as an example, if
an address such as N7:55 is used in a readout, a bar template and an indicator
template (E.g., [N7:55] > 0) it only counts as one reference point even though it may
be scaled in the readout and unscaled for the bar template.  However if different bits
in an integer reference are used, as such as [N7:42/01] and [N7:42/02], each
individual bit is a unique reference.  Different syntactical references are permitted
and they will not use up more than one reference point.  For example the Allen-
Bradley bit reference [B3:0/05] may also be represented as [B3/5], and if both are
used in a configuration it would count as one reference point.  Internal scratchpad
tags also count toward the 64 I/O reference point limit but are seldom used in Power
Pro configurations.
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Q. How do I find out how many I/O reference points I’ve used in a configuration?

A. The easiest way to determine the I/O reference point count is to use the “Create
New” tag file feature in the PLC Name and Port Table.  Go into the PLC Name and
Port Table, select the communication device in the PLC Name Parameters section
and click on the “Tag File…” button.  From the tag file dialog box click on the “New
…” button, select the name of the CSV file to be created and click “OK”.  Then
answer “No” to the prompt “Do you want to create cross reference information?”.
The fourth line of created file will show the number of unique tags for the selected
device.  Repeat this for all referenced devices in the PLC Name Parameters section
to get the tag count for the entire configuration (not counting any internal scratchpad
references used).  If you are using the [?] for input then that will counted as 1 tag
using this method but it is not included in the I/O reference point count.  Note that if
you are actually using a tag file for editing, use the “Cancel” button to exit and not
save the created tag file or use a unique file.  

If you are using tag cross reference files then you can get a tag count by opening the
Expression Edit dialog box for any template on any page and select the “Tag Cross
References” tab and manually count the number of tags for each device.

Q. If I forget to check the I/O reference point count, at what point am I notified that
I exceeded the tag limit of my online unit?

A. The File-Export function will not inhibit the configuration’s I/O reference point count
and the Transfer Utility will not prevent a download based on a configuration’s I/O
reference point count.  When you try to go online on a PanelMate Pro LT 1100 the
Executive Firmware will validate the number of I/O reference points used versus the
number of allowed I/O reference points.  If the I/O reference point limit is exceeded a
message will appear indicating the count is too high for the unit and the PanelMate
Pro LT will not go online.  At this point you can expand the I/O reference point count
in the online unit in increments of 64 or you can delete some of the references in the
configuration and download the trimmed down file.

Q. Can I edit my older PanelMate Power Series and PanelMate Power Pro
configurations with the PanelMate Power Pro Software V2.00 released with the
PanelMate Pro LT?

A. Yes, the PanelMate Power Pro Software V2.00 will support editing of all PanelMate
Power Series and PanelMate Power Pro configurations.

Q. What Executive Firmware do I use with the different PanelMate hardware
platforms?

A. Different versions of PanelMate hardware have different Executive Firmware
requirements.  With the release of PanelMate Power Pro Software V2.00 the current
PanelMate Power Pro Executive Firmware is V6.00 and the PanelMate Power Series
Executive Firmware is V4.20.

PanelMate Power Series Executive Firmware versions less than V4.20 may work
with your PanelMate Power Series unit depending on the model.  You can not use
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PanelMate Power Pro V5.xx or higher Executive Firmware with any PanelMate
Power Series hardware

Some PanelMate Power Pro 1700 models will work with either PanelMate Power
Series Executive V4.10 or higher or PanelMate Power Pro Executive V5.01 or
higher.  Some PanelMate Power Pro 3000 and 5000 units will work with the
PanelMate Power Pro Executive Firmware V5.01 (nothing smaller).  All PanelMate
Power Pro units work with Executive Firmware V5.10 and greater. When there is
doubt, use the PanelMate Power Pro Executive V6.00 with PanelMate Power Pro
Hardware.

The PanelMate Pro LT requires PanelMate Power Pro Executive Firmware V6.00 or
greater.

Q. Is the speed/performance of the PanelMate Pro LT 1100 as fast as the
PanelMate Power Pro 1700, 3000, 5000?

A. The speed is identical to the PanelMate Power Pro models by every performance
measure, display update, page change, communications rates, online initialization/
load time, everything, because it is based on the same processor board and chip set
as the PanelMate Power Pro models

Q. Since there is no Fault Relay on the PanelMate Pro LT 1100 what happens to
the Enable Fault Relay control button when running online?

The control button will still appear at the top of the control buttons and still say
"Enable Fault Relay".  Selecting the button will redraw the screen and reset all bits to
0 (if selected in the System Parameters)
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